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COUNCIL MEETING
At a meeting of the Council held on February 3, the following resolutions were carried unanimously:
That the Bulletin be discontinued after the February issue, that thereafter the Society use To-Morrow as a medium of publication, but notify members of meetings by means of postal cards,
That admission to meetings which incur expense be charged for others than members of the Society,
That a motion be made at the next annual meeting to reduce the annual fee for full membership to one dollar.

To-Morrow
It remains only to add that those who wish to do so can secure To-Morrow for one year by sending a dollar to the publishers of To-Morrow, 1926 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, Ill. This new magazine is edited by Dr. Oscar L. Triggs and stands for the changing order now in progress with its higher ideals, its greater humanity, and its real worth. The March number contains the first of a series of articles on William Morris. The magazine invites contributions, subscriptions, advertising—any kind of co-operation; and charges its contributors in these words: "Don't try to make things like other magazines have them, just tell the truth."
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